
ABER FALLS RHUBARB & GINGER GIN 41.3%                   £4.50/£7.50
Zesty citrus and a tangy whack of fresh rhubarb. Oily Juniper 
develops spicy notes, helped along by the ginger and a touch of 
black pepper.

BUSS NO.509 BELGIAN APPLE 40%                                  £5.00/£8.50
A bright Belgian gin, based around the brilliant flavours if apples.

BUSS NO.509 CHERRY 40%                                               £4.50/£7.50 
A burst of jammy cherry, with creamy vanilla and almond hints 
alongside peppery juniper, citrus and lasting fruity sweetness.

CHESTERFIELD STRAWBERRY CANDY FLOSS GIN  40% £4.50/£7.50 
Strawberry jam and plump raspberries, black pepper, a hint of 
almond nuttiness, a burst of sugary sweetness and some soft 
vanilla. 

DARNLEY’S SPICED GIN 42.7%                                          £4.50/£7.50
Cinnamon and clove support juniper with cumin throughout and 
finishing of slightly creamy with plenty of warming pepper.

ENGLISH DRINKS COMPANY CUCUMBER GIN 40%        £4.50/£7.50
A clear, clean, subtly sweet yet refreshing cucumber gin. Balanced 
by peppery juniper with touches of mint.

GIN BOTHY BLUEBERRY 20%                                             £4.50/£7.50
Hugely fruity and sweet, through a good core of spice gin 
botanicals keep it from getting out of hand.

HOUSE OF ELRICK COCONUT OLD TOM GIN 40%          £4.50/£7.50
Floral rose with an undertone of earthy juniper, alongside waves of 
creamy coconut and sweeter notes.

JAWBOX PINEAPPLE & GINGER 20%                                £3.50/£6.50
A juicy and refreshing gin, with notes of sticky sugar glazed 
pineapple, aromatic ginger and bright juniper.

LONEWOLF CLOUDY LEMON 40%                                    £4.50/£7.50
Clearly lemon notes appear at the fore, but the spicy gin at its core 
is certainly no slouch, packing heavy notes of juniper and spice.

POETIC LICENSE BLACKCURRENT & GINGER 21%          £3.50/£6.50
Juicy red fruit and cooking spices, with dry hints of juniper 
underneath.

STANLEY’S STRAWBERRY AND CREAM 37.5%                  £4.50/£7.50
Rich, full-fat cream with a heavy whack of vanilla is joined by plenty 
of tart and sweet red berry goodness.

SUFFOLK MANDARIN & CRANBERRY 43%                        £4.50/£7.50
Juniper delivers the pine scent, whilst the sweet mandarin and
tart cranberry balance perfectly to provide a fruity finish. Added 
cinnamon brings sweet spicy notes whilst nine other secret 
botanicals invigorate and refresh.

TOM CAT CLOUDY MANGO 37.5%                                     £4.50/£7.50
Obvious notes of fresh mango are up front and juicy, with waxy 
orange zest and light pineapple notes among bright juniper and a 
little herbal spice.

UNICORN TEARS RASPBERRY 40%                                   £5.00/£8.50
Lip-smackingly sweet, with plenty of orange and red liquorice 
behind it.

BORRAGO 47%                                                                   £3.50/£6.50
Combining exotic botanicals such as juniper, coriander, cinnamon, 
cardamom, cloves  and orange peel.

BIMBER LONDON DRY GIN 40%                                  £4.50/£7.50
A light elegant spirit. Juniper forward, with plenty of peppery 
spice.

CRUXLAND TRUFFLE 43%                                               £3.50/£6.50
Features a selection of botanicals, including the rare Kalahari 
truffle which blends in nicely with juniper, cardamom, lemon, 
aniseed, almond, coriander, rooibos and honeybush.

FINES MASTER LONDON DRY GIN 40%                      £4.50/£7.50
Classic gin botanical notes (juniper, coriander, orris, cassia, 
chamomile, liquorice and angelica) alongside a hearty helping of 
citrus deliciousness. 

FISHERS DRY GIN 44%                                                  £4.50/£7.50
Fresh juniper-led gin with herbal notes and cardamom spice.

GILPIN’S NAVY-STRENGTH GIN 54.5%                         £5.50/£9.50
Fragrant sage and aromatic orange, alongside a powerful helping of 
bright, lively juniper notes.

GIN MARE MEDITERRANEAN GIN 42.7%                    £4.50/£7.50
Very herbal and aromatic palate. Perfume-like delivery. Coriander 
and tart juniper, citrus zest with lovely spiced finish. 

MALDON WILDE SAMPHIRE 42%                           £4.50/£7.50
Dry on the palate, a long aftertaste, with a gentle saltiness on the 
lips at the finish. 

PLYMOUTH ENGLISH GIN 41.2%                              £3.50/£6.50
Full and peppery with juniper berry, lemon oil and dried herbs. A 
little fennel, floral palate with hints of soft fruity, tangy juniper oil, 
pepper and coriander seeds.

SAKURAO JAPANESE DRY GIN 47%                    £4.50/£7.50
Fresh citrus and woody juniper notes, with warming spice from 
wasabi and pepper along with a subtle salty notes and a dry finish. 

SALCOMBE START POINT 44%                                      £4.50/£7.50
Citrus and floral aromas and flavours and pine notes combined 
with the warming spiced citrus notes from English coriander 
seeds. 

THE MUFF LIQUER IRISH CRAFT GIN 40%               £4.50/£7.50
Zesty citrus, a hint of elderflower and a little kick of spice lead in 
this juniper-forward gin, before bittersweet mandarin emerges.

ORKNEY JOHNSMAS 41.3%                       £4.50/£7.50
A floral, fragrant gin with sweet juniper, zesty citrus peels, white 
flowers and a touch of heather.

SILENT POOL 43%                                                         £4.50/£7.50
Elderflower, chamomile and orange blossom. Warming honey 
sweetness and black pepper.

ZING 72 BOTANICAL GIN 40%                         £3.50/£6.50
Juniper at the fore all the way through, with a crisp herbaceous 
undertone and hint of sweeter spice.
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